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I propose a denition of superluminal travel which requires that the path to
be traveled reach a destination surface at an earlier time than any neighboring
path. With this denition (and assuming the generic condition) superluminal












FIG. 1. A superluminal travel arrangement. The metric has been so arranged so that a causal
path (solid line) exists between A and B but there are no other causal paths (such a possibility is





A longstanding question asks whether the metric of spacetime can be manipulated to
allow very rapid travel between spatially distant points. (I will call this \superluminal" or
\faster than light" even though, of course, I'm not proposing to go faster than a light signal in
the same metric). If one allows arbitrary states of matter, one can construct such spacetimes,
as in the examples of Alcubierre [1] and Krasnikov [2,3]. However, these spacetimes require







 0 for any timelike vector V

. The question then is whether it is
possible to have superluminal travel without this violation.
Both the Alcubierre bubble and the Krasnikov tube are localized modications of
Minkowski space. In earlier work [5] I showed that the creation of such a situation requires
WEC violation. Here I will show in a general spacetime that the existence of superluminal
travel (suitably dened) requires WEC violation.
When the origin and destination points are in a connected region of at space, one can use
at coordinates (t; x; y; z) on this region and dene superluminal travel as causal connection








. In a more general spacetime, however, a
denition can be problematic [5]. Here I propose the following idea: a superluminal travel
arrangement should have some path along which it functions best. A signal propagating
along this best path should travel further than a signal on any nearby path in the same
amount of (externally dened) time. To formalize this we construct small spacelike 2-surfaces
around the origin and destination points and say that while the destination is reachable from
the origin, no other point of the destination surface is reachable from any point of the origin
surface. See Fig. 1. Of course this would be trivial if, for example, the destination surface
were curved in such a way that the destination were merely the closest point on its surface
to the origin. To avoid this problem we require that the origin (destination) surface be
composed of a one-parameter family of spacelike geodesics through the origin (destination)
point. Formally, we say that a causal path P is superluminal from A to B only if it satises
Condition 1 There exist 2-surfaces 
A
around A and 
B
around B such that (i) if p 2 
A
2
then a spacelike geodesic lying in 
A
connects A to p, and similarly for 
B
, and (ii) if
p 2 
A
and q 2 
B
then q is in the causal future of p only if p = A and q = B.
This condition might not be sucient for what one would call superluminal travel, be-
cause it is possible that while P arrives earlier than any nearby path, it is still slower than
a path some larger distance away. In this case, we would not want to say that P was
superluminal.
Suppose that there is a path P satisfying the above condition, and suppose also that the











where K is the tangent vector to P . The generic condition holds whenever there is any
normal matter or any transverse tidal force anywhere on P . With these assumptions, we
will show that WEC must be violated at some point of P .
First we note that P must be a null geodesic. If P is not a geodesic it can be varied to
make a timelike path from A to B. If P is timelike anywhere, then it can be varied to make
a timelike path from A to points of 
B
other than B.
Let K be the tangent vector to the geodesic P . The vector K must be normal to the
surface 
A
. Otherwise there would be points on 
A
in the past of points on P . Similarly,
K must be normal to 
B
.
Now dene a congruence of null geodesics with ane parameter v, normal to 
A
, and
extend K to be the tangent vector at each point of the congruence.
Could there be some point x 2 P that is conjugate to the surface 
A
? If x were an
interior point of P then it would be possible to deform P into a timelike path. If x = B then
dierent geodesics of the congruence would all end at B or points very near to B. These
geodesics would have dierent tangent vectors, which could not all be normal to 
B
. Thus
no point on P is conjugate to 
A
.
Now we look at
^






where m runs over two orthogonal directions normal to K. (All choices of such directions
give the same
^
.) At A we use directions that lie in 
A





is extrinsically at at A, the geodesics are initially parallel, so
^
 = 0 at A.
The evolution of
^






















where !^ is the vorticity, which vanishes here, ^ is the shear, and R
ab
is the Ricci curvature
tensor. Since there are no conjugate points,
^
 is well-dened all along P . If the weak energy






 0, so d
^
=dv  0. From the generic condition, ^
cannot vanish everywhere, thus WEC implies
^
 < 0 (2)
at B. If we can show that instead
^
  0 at B, then WEC must be violated on P .




be orthonormal vectors tangent
to 
B
at B. Let E
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vectors establish (Riemannian) normal coordinates near B. The space 
B
consists of the







FIG. 2. Congruence of null geodesics from (s) followed into the future until they reach points
near B with t = 0 at a curve 
0




Let (s) be a smooth curve on 
A
with (0) = A. Let (s; v) be the point an ane
distance v along the null geodesic from (s). Eventually each geodesic will pass near B and
will cross the hypersurface with t = 0. Call this crossing point 
0
(s) and adjust the length
of the vectors K on 
A
so that (s; 1) = 
0
(s). See Fig. 2.
The z coordinate of 
0
(s) must be negative. Otherwise, points on 
B
(z = t = 0) would
be the future of points of the geodesics from 
A
.











= 0 everywhere. If we follow
along 
0




































(s) lies in the t = 0
hypersurface, Z
4















































The congruence of geodesics provides a map from tangent vectors to (s) at A to tangent
vectors to 
0
(s) at B. Since there are no conjugate points, this map is non-singular and can
be inverted. Thus we can nd choices of (s) that make Z = E
1
or Z = E
2




 0 and K
2
;2













FIG. 3. Circular conducting plates give rise to a negative pressure and energy density, and a
consequent advancement of the time of arrival of a null ray from A to B.
Thus we see that any spacetime that admits superluminal travel on some path P (and
thus, according to our denition, that satises condition 1) and that satises the generic
condition on P , must also violate the weak energy condition at some point of P .
One can compare this theorem with those of Tipler [7,8] and Hawking [9]. These theorems
rule out the construction of closed timelike curves (CTC's) from a compact region unless
there is WEC violation or a singularity on the boundary of the causality violating region.
The present theorem rules out the existence, rather than construction, of superluminal travel,
unless there is weak energy condition violation. Spacetime singularities do not provide an
alternative (other than by making the purported path not actually reach the destination),
and the WEC violation must occur along the path to be traveled.
This raises the question of whether the present theorem can be extended to rule out more
time machines than the theorems of Tipler and Hawking do. However, this extension is not
easily accomplished. Inside a CTC-containing region, each point will be in the future of each




with the required properties.
Even if one puts the points A and B on the Cauchy horizon, it is still not possible to
construct spacelike 2-surfaces that do not intersect the CTC-containing region.
Does this theorem mean that superluminal travel is impossible? No, because the weak
energy condition is not obeyed by systems of quantum elds. The best example is the Casimir
eect, and in fact, the Casimir eect does provide an example which satises condition 1.
Consider the system shown in Fig. 3. The quantum expectation value of the electromag-








diag( 1; 1; 1; 3) : (7)















be the lower plate and 
B
be the upper plate, and we can go through the
argument above in reverse. We start with
^
 = 0 as before, and now ^ = 0 by symmetry. As













so the geodesics around P are defocused. Thus the geodesic P travels further in the z
direction by the same t than neighboring geodesics, and condition 1 is satised.
It is not clear whether this phenomenon is sucient to provide a system of superluminal
travel. The discussion above is not complete, because it does not account for the mass of
the plates or of the supporting structure required to keep them apart against the tension in
the eld. A long, straight path traveling through the center of the plates arrives earlier than
nearby paths, but is possible that a path that avoids the system of plates entirely might
arrive still earlier.
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